
Registration Fees  

WEEE and Batteries  

For 2021 to date  

€60 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is < €150,000  

€200 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €150,000 but < €250,000  

€300 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€600 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€1,500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €1,000,000  

For 2016 - 2020  

€75 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is < €150,000  

€250 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €150,000 but < €250,000  

€500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€1000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€2000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €1,000,000  

  



For 2012 - 2015  

€50 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is < €150,000  

€150 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €150,000 but < €250,000  

€400 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€900 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€1,900 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €1,000,000  

 For 2011 

€100 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is < €150,000  

€250 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €150,000 but < €250,000  

€500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€1,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€2,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €1,000,000  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For 2009 - 2010  

€150 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is < €150,000 ( €100 in 2011)  

€250 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €150,000 but < €250,000  

€500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€1,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€2,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE & Battery products is ≥ €1,000,000  

 

 
  

WEEE  

For 2006- 2008  

€250 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is < €250,000  

€500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is ≥ €250,000 but < €500,000  

€1,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is ≥ €500,000 but < €1,000,000  

€2,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is ≥ €1,000,000  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

For 2005  

€500 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is < €1,000,000  

€1,000 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is ≥ €1,000,000  

 

Batteries and Accumulators  

For 2008  

€50 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is < €1,000,000  

€100 + VAT  If the turnover of imported EEE products is ≥ €1,000,000  

  


